Of Saturn in Aquary.

Aquary is a Sign hot and moist, of the nature of the Air, light and fixed, vain, North-west, and is more hot and moist than ☉ or ☼, and is more fixed than Scorpio or Leo, and not so much fixed as ☿; he is Masculine, fortunate, diurnal, Hyernal, sweet in taste, a violent, humane, and strong double-bodied Sign, sound and reasonable, of few Sons, long of Body, and weak Spirited, and crooked withall, addicted to Women; he is the Day-house of Saturn, the Detriment of the ☿, and causeth Diseases and distempers of the Shanks, Legs and Throat, of hot and moist causes, of Blood hot and moist, thick and abounding, as Impostumations, Kings Evil, Squinancy, Infammations, Pimples, with fluxes of Blood.

Saturn in the first 12 degrees of ☼ is hot and moist in the third degree, in gendring and multiplying Blood, as aforesaid, mixed with Melancholy and superfluous Flegm, breeding Fevers of two fits, with heat inward, and cold outward, small Pocks, Meazles and Cankers.

Saturn in the last 18 degrees of ☼ is hot in the beginning of the fourth degree, causing Diseases of Blood abounding mixed with Melancholy and Flegm, producing the French Pox, Impostumes, Cankers and Itches, and divers such Diseases.

Saturn in Cancer.

Cancer is the heart of the North, and is a Sign cold and moist, of the nature of the Water, corruptive and expulsive, Nocturnal and Feminine, direct, vicious, heavy and salt in taste, of the Summer, hurtful, sound, and of many Sons, and doth give divers and unequal proportions of the Body, signifying creeping Vermin, and Beasts of the Water, and noble, gentle, yet unstable Women, without voice, and is the Day and Night-house of the ☼, the Exaltation of ☽, and the Fall of ☿, the Detriment of Saturn, and hath of the Body humane the Stomach, Breast, the Lungs and the Appurtenances: and of Diseases he causeth Biles, Leprosies, Dropsies, Fistulaes, Red spots, Itches, Scurfs, Deafness, Baldness, and small Beard, the French Pox and Impostumations of cold: of
Humours it signifieth waterish and thin saltish Flegm and corruptive.

_Saturn_ in ☼ in the first 18 degrees is cold in the first degree, and temperate in drowth and moisture, ingendring Diseases of much Flegm and Water mixed with thin Melancholy, causing Coughs, stopping of the Stomach, oppilations, with pains and prickings, of cold causes, in the Stomach, with shivering; and it produceth also the black Plague, by reason that the Blood is overcome with Flegm and Water, and it will be long e’re the Sores will come out, and they come forth with much pain; but this Plague is not infections. This Plague, by the testimony of Dr. Foreman, reigned in _London_ in the years 1592, and 1593, (who had it himself, and saw the depth of this Diseases) some were taken in the Heads and they did sleep much, for the brain was then much infected; and they did oft escape, being well back’d to, and purged with _Confection of Hamech_: some were infected both in the Brain, and at the Heart and Liver, and these would vomit much, and sleep much, and were very drowth, and these did most commonly dye the fourth day, and were without Remedy: some were infected in the Liver, and their Sores came forth in the Groyns, and these did neither sleep nor vomit, and did always escape, being well looked unto, being purged well with _Confection of Hamech_ and _Diacarthamus_.

**Of the Black Plague caused of Saturn in Cancer.**

You must understand that the cause of this Plague is, _as aforesaid_, of Flegm, thin Water, and Melancholy mixt, Flegm and Water having the dominion; and they that are taken with this Plague have much heaviness, weakness, and faintness, with a cold shivering three or four dayes, and sometimes seven or eight dayes before they be sick, and they cannot eat their meat, but are cold inward; and if the Humours apply to the Brain, then they are heavy and drowsie with sleep, and the Sores do come forth and appear commonly about the ears or neck, or in the face; and if the Humours settle to the Heart, then the Parties are fearful, timorous and faint, and the botch cometh forth under the Armpits, Breast and Shoulders, or Back; if the humour rest in the
Liver, and something affect the Heart withall, then they vomit, and the Sores will come forth in the Groyne, Buttocks, or thighs, and in this case it is good to vomit much, and to purge; and if the Brain and Liver be both infected, then the Party vomiteth much, and is very sleepy, and most commonly they dye within three or four days after they be taken with it, and there is seldom remedy, or none at all.

And you shall understand that this Plague was not infectious, because it came of a cold cause; and there was nothing that bred it so soon as eating of fresh Herrings and Cucumbers, and fruit, and such things as breed slimy Flegm and Water; and most commonly where it took a house, it went round amongst children and servants, that were all of one kind of feeding; and those two years was great plenty of fresh Herrings, and much fruit; and there dyed in the year 1593 eighteen hundred a week, and most of the Doctors of Physick did fly from London, and Dr. Foreman staid by it, and thanks God he saved many.

He farther saith from his own experience, that as there are two sorts of Plague, viz. from Saturn and Mars, so there are two sorts of Gods Tokens, the one black, and the other red; if the red spots do appear on them that have the black Plague, they may escape and live; and if the black spots do appear on them that have the red Plague, then they usually escape; but if the red spots appear in the red Plague, and the black spots in the black Plague, there is no other to be expected but death. He also saith, he saw this in himself and many others. And moreover he observes, that the farther Saturn went into Cancer, the more the Plague did increase, and when he was in the latter end of $\S$ the Plague raged vehemently, and was at the highest.

Saturn in the last 12 degrees of Cancer, is moist in the beginning of the first degree, and cold in the beginning of the second degree, ingendering Diseases, and the black Plague, of thin Water and Melancholy, with heaviness and faintness, three or four days before they feel the Plague, and have no lust to their meat, and yet they are in reasonable temperature, and if this Humour settle and affect the Brain, the Party will be very heavy with sleep; if into the Stomach, then apt to cast.
Saturn in Scorpio.

Saturn in the first six degrees of Scorpio is moist in the first degree, and cold in the second, ingendring Diseases of much Flegm and Melancholy, but Flegm is predominant, as the French Pox, Swine Pox, Fistulae, Gouts, Impostumes and cold Agues, and in this cold and moisture beareth sway; and it is tough, stinking, and slimy Flegm, causing cold, and the Parties shall be cold both inward and outward, with trembling and shaking; and Saturn in ☿ causeth also the black Plague, as he doth in ☉, but more strong and more forcible, of slimy Flegm and stinking Water; and the spittle is sharp and sour, especially if the Humour be gathered in the Stomach, but if it be gathered in the Liver, then there is heaviness in the Hypocendries, in the right side; and if the Humour be gathered in the inwards, it will grieve him to fetch his breath, but if it be in the Milt, there will be grief and heaviness in the left side; if it be in the Matrix, then there will be grief in the Reins and place of the Matrix; and if it be in the Lights and spiritual Members, then there followeth a Cough, and a hard fetching of breath, and dulness in the Stomach and Liver; it causeth evil digestion, and little appetite to eat, and most commonly this runneth out into the extreme parts, and causeth much pain of the joynts and arthritica passio, and the French Pox, and sometimes the Party hath a Fever withall, and then the Urine is duekish white, of an Iron colour, grayish, near unto white, with a mean substance; and this signifieth Acetosum: id est, Flegm tart, sour and cold.

Saturn in the next 18 degrees of Scorpio is moist in the second degree, and cold in the third, causing Diseases of filthy Flegm mixed with Melancholy, causing the French Pox, Fistulae, cold and moist Gouts, Impostumations, and cold Fevers, or Arthritica passio, and Fevers of Phlegma Acetosum, as is said in the first six degrees of Scorpio.

Saturn in the last six degrees of ☿ is cold in the beginning of the third degree, causing Diseases of tough, slimy and filthy stinking Flegm, mix'd with Melancholy, causing Fistulae, cold Goats, Impostumations, cold Fevers, the French Pox, &c. and this Flegm is called Phlegma Acetosum, which is tart, sour and cold;
and the Party shall be cold both inward and outward, with trembling and shaking, and causeth also the black Plague, more forcible than in Cancer, and of a more slimy and stinking Humour, and in such a case the Urine is white and yellowish, or of an Iron gray, near unto white, with a mean substance, and this signifieth Acetosum phlegms to abound without a Fever.

Of Pisces.

Pisces is a Sign cold and moist, of the nature of the Water, flegmatick, and is more cold than Cancer or Scorpio, and is the moistest of all the Signs, and is of the North-west, Nocturnal, Feminine, common, oblique and crooked, unfortunate, lacking voice, signifying Birds, Fowls, and Fishes of the Sea and other waters; is double-bodied, unsavoury, salt of taste, and more salt than ☉ or ☽, unequal of proportion, of mean beauty, hurtful, burst, broken, rent, torn, wayward, and a Sign of many Daughters, and much use and company of Women, and signifieth thick and tough Flegm, the Gout in the Feet, the wet Gout and Dropsie, Biles, Botches, Impostumations, French Pox, Meazles, red Spots, Fluxes, Scurfs, Itches, Deafness and Baldness, and a small Beard, he is the Night-house of ♄, the Exaltation of ☁, the Fall and Detrimen of ☽.

Saturn in the first 12 degrees of Pisces, is moist in the 3d degree, and cold in the 4th, ingreuding Diseases cold and moist, of much tough and stinking Flegm mixed with Melancholy, as the French Pox, Aches in he Bones, Arbritica passio, the cold and moist Gout, Fistulaes.

Saturn in the last 18 degrees of Pisces, is moist in the beginning, and cold in the extremity of the 4th degree, above Nature, corruptive and digestive, extinguishing the radical Humidity of the Body by much cold, and inferring death and corruption, and mortification of the Members, ingreuding Diseases, as Gouts, dead Palsies, Falling-sickness, Epilepsia, French Pox, Aches in the bones, Arbritica Passio, Dropsies, and the black Plague, as in Scorpio.
Of Jupiter.

Jupiter is next unto Saturn, and he passeth the 12 Signs of the Zodiac in 12 years; By nature he is hot and moist, temperate, of the nature of the Air, sanguine, light, sweet in taste, Ascending, nourishing and increasing. He hath in the Body humane the Liver, the Blood and the Stomach, the Vital spirits the left Ear, and the Belly; the inward part of the Brain-pan, the Navel, the Intestines, the Ribs, the right Hand, and Cartilages, with the Grissels, and ruleth the Virtue Digestive and the Natural Virtue, and is friendly to the Life of Man.

Of Diseases, Jupiter causeth the increasing and abundance of Blood, Impostumations and Plurisies, the Squinancy, Impostumes of the Lungs, the Cramp, the Apoplexy, the Lethargy, the Cephalick and Cardiack Passion, the Fever Synochus and Synocha inflatima, and all Impostumations of Blood, and Diseases that come of superabounding of blood.

If the Blood be mixed with Melancholy, the water looketh somewhat dark or blackish, swarthy and heavy.

If Blood and Choler adust be mixed, the colour of the Urine will be like unto Hemp.

If Blood and Choler adust be mixed, and Blood be predominat, then is the Urine subrubicurida.

If Blood be mixed with Choler, and Blood predominat, then the Urine is reddish, and the Party is troubled and tormentd most with his Disease from nine of the clock at night till three in the morning, and is dry, and drinketh much and sleepeth little.

But if Blood and Choler be mixed, and Choler have the predominancy, subrufam facit Urinam.

If Blood and Choler be equally mixed, tune rusam facit Urinam; but the Choler sheweth yellow in the Urine, and the Urine is very red and thin.

If Blood be mixed with Flegm, and Flegm have the upper hand, then the Urine looketh of a dark reddish colour, heavy (as it were) a deep yellow, and the Party eateth little, and is dry inwardly, yet drinketh but ordinarily; but is in most pain from three a clock at afternoon till nine at night.
If the Urine be thick in substance, and red in colour, then Blood hath the predominancy in the Distemper, and is cause of the Disease.

If Urine be thin of substance, and red of colour, then Choler hath the predominancy, and causeth the Disease.

If the Urine be thin of substance, and darkish white in colour, then Melancholy ruleth, and causeth the Disease.

Cold causeth whiteness in colour, and doth thicken, and is passive and ponderous, congealing an destroying, indigestive, stopping, and making oppilations, in the Body, extinguishing the Radical Heat and Breath of Life.

Heat causeth redness and thinness, attenuating, digestive, preparing and opening, active, increasing and ascending, light and quick in, moving, nourishing and preserving the Radical moisture and humidity of the body.

Moistness causeth blackness, darkness and thickness, corruptive, putrifying and rotting, and is decreasing and descending, heavy, slow in motion, dissolving and expelling.

Drowth causeth thinness, blackness or darkness, yellowness and cleerness, as it is mix'd with Choler or Melancholy; if with Choler, the Urine looketh yellowish; if with Melancholy, black and darkish; and Drowth is passive, descending, decreasing light, and quick in moving, drying and drawing, thirsty, sucking, preserving, making to abide and indure, knitting and joyning together.

Cold and drowth cause thinness and whiteness, but if the melancholick Humour be fæculent, or of burnt Choler, then the Urine sheweth somewhat thick and dark, or brown like deep Sack or Bastard; and if the melancholick Humour be ery dry, not burnt, then is the Urine very thin and cleer, like Rhenish-wine or White-wine, and sometime like Water.

Heat and Moisture of Blood make the Urine red and somewhat thick, or between thick and thin, but red.

Heat and Drowth of Choler make the Urine glowing red, and somewhat thin.
Of $\mathfrak{H}$ in $\mathfrak{I}$, $\mathfrak{L}$ and $\mathfrak{M}$.

$Jupiter$ in Gemini, Libra and Aquary, is of the nature of the Air, sanguine, hot and moist, increasing of the blood, and causing Diseases from blood superabounding, &c. as follows.

$Jupiter$ in Gemini.

$Gemini$ is a Sign hot and moist, of the nature of the Air, sanguine, of the South-west, common, long and large, the House of Mercury, and the Fall of Cauda, the Detriment of Jupiter, and Exaltation of Caput Draconis, is oblique in Ascending, reasonable, and of small voice, masculine, sweet in taste, light, vernal, humane, fortunate.

$\mathfrak{H}$ in the first 18 degrees of $\mathfrak{I}$ is hot and moist in the first degree, increasing good and natural blood, mightily causing Pleurisies and Impostumes, Peripneumonia and Issues of blood.

$Jupiter$ in the last 12 degrees of $\mathfrak{I}$ is hot in the beginning of the second degree, and causeth the blood to increase and surmount in moisture and heat, causing Pleurisies and Impostumes (as before) and Issues of blood, and flowings in Women, and oft Spitting of Blood.

Of $Jupiter$ in Libra.

$Libra$ is also a Sign hot and moist, and more hot and moist than Gemini, is the heart of the West, of the nature of Air, sanguine, increaseth blood, is moveable, masculine and fortunate, direct, reasonable and dark, having a great voice, double-bodied, joying in company of Women, a humane Sign, the Day-house of $\mathfrak{Q}$, the Exaltation of $\mathfrak{T}$, the Fall of the $\mathfrak{O}$, and the Detriment of $\mathfrak{S}$; and causeth Diseases in the Reins and Kidneys, issuing of Nature and Gonorrhea Passio; increases Blood and Impostumations, and Pleurisies, Peripneumonia, and the like.

$Jupiter$ in the first six degrees of $\mathfrak{L}$ is hot and moist in the second degree.

$Jupiter$ in the next 18 degrees of $\mathfrak{L}$ is more intent, hot and moist in the second degree, much increasing blood, causing
Diseases of Blood, as before said, Impostumes, Pleurisies, and such like.

Jupiter in the last six degrees of ☉ is hot and moist in the beginning of the 4th degree, causing much heat and moisture, and abundance of blood, breeding many Diseases of blood in the Liver and lungs, as Pleurisies and Impostumes, the Matrix with much bleeding and the like.

In these Diseases caused of ♄ in ☉, minister not in the hour of ♄, but in the hour of ♉ or ♈; neither let ♃, ☉, or ☈ be in the Ascendant, but ♉, ♈ or ♎, and cure the Party with cold and dry things, first letting him blood in the Liver-Vein, and give him things to cool the blood, and to diminish the quantity, and abate the quality thereof, as is specified before.

Of Aquarius.

Aquary is a Sign of the Airy Triplicity, more hot and moist than ♃ or ☉, ingendering Blood, sweet in taste, masculine, fixed, fortunate, occidental, towards the North, Diurnal, Hyemal, violent, double-bodied, humane, light, sound and reasonable, of few Sons, gentle, long of body, some crookedness, the Day-house of ♉, the Detriment of the ♉, and causeth Diseases in the Liver, Reins and Lights, through the excess of blood, hot and moist, and the rising of the Lights in the Throat through much hot blood stopping the Lights.

Jupiter in Aquarius.

Jupiter in the first 12 degrees of ☈ is hot and moist in the 4th degree, ingendring much fæculent blood, very hot and moist, producing distempers in the Lights and Liver.

♄ in the last 18 degrees of ☈ is also hot and moist in the 4th degree, causing much fæculent thick blood, stopping the Lungs and Lights, making rising in the Throat ready to stop the Wind, and affecting the face with swelling and redness; it multiplies blood in the Liver and Veins, causing Pleurisies, Impostumes, Fluxes, and Spitting of blood. Jupiter in the 8th, and the ♉ in ♉, applying to ♉ of ♉ in ♃, causeth the Fever Hectick,
great pain of the back, the stone in the Kidneys, and Indigestion, and botches in the Liver.

4 in the first 18 degrees of T is temperate in drought and moisture, but hot in the 1st degree, causing Diseases of yellow Choler, thin and sharp, corrupting the blood, causing Pimples, Itches, Scabs, small Fevers and Heart-burning, vomiting up of clots of blood, and bleeding at the Nose.

Jupiter in the last twelve degrees of Aries is hot in the beginning of the first degree, ingendring Diseases of yellow Choler mixed with the Blood, Choler having predomination, causing Pimples, Itches, Scabs and heat of the blood, and Fevers.

Of Jupiter in Leo.

Jupiter in the first six degrees of Leo, is dry in the second, and hot in the first degree, ingendring Diseases of thick, yellow Choler and Blood mixed; and the Choler having predominancy, causeth Impostumations and Fevers, Itches, Scabs, Heat of the Liver, yellow Jaundies, pains of the Thighs, Sciatica, salt Flegmy faeces, and the like.

Jupiter in the next 18 degrees of Leo is dry in the second degree, and hot in the third, causing Diseases of thick yellow Choler and Blood mixed (Choler predominating;) as Impostumes, Fevers, Botches, the Sciatica and pain of the Thighs, and heat of the Lungs, and Itches, and Heart-burning, and the yellow Jaundies.

Jupiter in the last six degrees of Leo is hot in the beginning of the 4th degree, and dry in the beginning of the third degree, ingendring Diseases of thick yellow Choler mixed with Blood; Choler hath the dominion, and causeth hot burning Fevers, the Kings Evil, Impostumes, heat of the Lungs, stopping of the Liver, the yellow Jaundies, the Sciatica, pain of the Thighs, and salt flegmy faeces.

Of Jupiter in Sagitary.

Jupiter in the first twelve degrees of Sagitary is dry in the third, and hot in the 4th degree, causing Diseases hot and dry, of red Choler mixed with Blood; and the red Choler having
dominion causeth dryness of the Liver, red and high colour in the Face, strong Fevers, Impostumes and strong pains of the Head and left Ear, dryness of the Brain, Frenzy, Griping pains in the belly, \textit{Collica Passio}, Impostumes in the Liver, pains in the Grissels, giddiness of the Brain, sore Eyes, heat of the Lungs, and such like.

\textit{Jupiter} in the last 18 degrees of \textit{A} is hot in the extremity of the 4\textsuperscript{th} degree, and dry in the beginning of the 4\textsuperscript{th} degree, causing Diseases of red Choler mixed with Blood, that are without Remedy; as \textit{Noli me tangere}, the Kings Evil, Impostumes and dryness of the Liver, Frantickness, yellow Jaundies, salt Flegmy-fæces, and Diseases of exceeding heat and drowth, consuming the Radical moisture and Humidity of the body.

\textit{Of Jupiter in Taurus.}

\textit{Jupiter} in the first 18 degrees of \textit{Taurus} is temperate in all the four Qualities but makes the Blood apt to convert into Melancholy, and to turn into \textit{Cholera æruginosa}, and \textit{Cholera prassiva}.

\textit{A} in the last 12 degrees of \textit{O} is cold and dry in the beginning of the first degree, ingendring Diseases of Melancholy mixed with Blood, Melancholy having the dominion, causing \textit{Cholera prassiva} and \textit{Æruginosa}, making oppilations and stoppings in the Liver and Milt, and causing costiveness and pains of the Bowels and about the Navel, and Cartilages, and left ear and throat, and in the veins and bones; a Fever in the bones, indigestion, and much wind and blood, melancholy running up and down the Body from place to place.

\textit{Of Jupiter in Virgo.}

\textit{Jupiter} in the first 6 degrees of \textit{Virgo} is cold and dry in the first degree, ingendring \textit{Cholera æruginosa} and \textit{prassiva}, that is, a Humour mixed of Melancholy and Blood, Melancholy having the dominion, causing Chaps, Wens, Warts, Knobs, Measels, Small Pox, stiffness and ache in the Knee, Belly and Sinew, with costiveness and oppilations.

\textit{Jupiter} in the next 18 degrees of \textit{M} is cold and dry in the second degree, ingendring \textit{Cholera æruginosa} \& \textit{prassiva}, which is a